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This Museum is very 
interesting and 

it’s free.  
It is well 
worth a visit 

with plenty to 
read and look at. 

This place has a  

wonderful 
layout  
with some 

beautiful 
history & 
interactive 
displays.  
My favourite thing  
about the Museum 
is that it has 

beautiful 
views on the 
cityscape 
while being 

surrounded 
by history.  
It definitely gave me a 
feeling of something 
more that the CBD just 
couldn’t deliver

I underestimated this place. 
Didn’t know much about the Navy, but thought 
I would give the Museum a shot.  

And it was totally 
worth it! So many interesting 
tales, cool items and lovely staff, 
thank you.

Great Museum, heaps of exhibits 
with lots of info and just when you thought 
you were finished, there was another room. 

The Navy Museum 

is so cool that  

I want 
to come 
back here 
again.



Chairman’s Message

Honorary Captain
 Mr Brian Corban CNZM, QSO
Chairman Navy Museum Board of Trustees
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Throughout the year the Museum continued to perform well. A special highlight 
was recording our 1,000,000th interaction with our onsite and online audience. 
By year end, the Museum had welcomed over 669,000 on-site and 477,000 
online visitors since opening in October 2010.  

The major activity for the year was the 75th anniversary of the Royal New 
Zealand Navy exhibition - “75 years 75 objects”. The commitment by the full 
team over many months of effort to deliver the exhibition, culminated in an 
outstanding and innovative display telling the story of our Navy through 75 
objects. The exhibition and accompanying booklet was extremely well received 
by our visitors over the six months the exhibition was in place. What was 
particularly pleasing was the interaction and conversation generated by the 
exhibition with current and past naval personnel, and their families.  The salty 
dits told by the sailors were memorable and at times hilarious. 

It was very gratifying to witness Ms Charis Boos, the Museum’s Programme 
Coordinator, receive a very well deserved Deputy Chief of Navy commendation 
for her leadership and dedication in developing and delivering the exhibition. 

During the year, the Board approved the establishment of a new Friends 
organisation. The purpose of the Friends group is to support and promote the 
Museum and at the same time inspire interest, especially of youth, in our navy’s 
history and heritage. Led by Lieutenant Commander William Stevens RNZN (Rtd) 
and ably supported by a small group of volunteers, establishment of the Friends 
group is proceeding very well.  In his role as inaugural Chairman of the Friends 
group, the Board was delighted to welcome Lieutenant Commander Stevens to 
the Board of Trustees. 

Also welcomed to the Board was Ms Sally Manuireva. Ms Manuireva has extensive 
experience in senior leadership and governance roles in museums and cultural 
institutions and is a very welcome addition to the Board. 

This year the Museum welcomed 103,184 visitors, up 14% or over 12,000 visitors 
from the 2015/16 financial year. Satisfaction remains high, with 100% of visitors 
rating their overall experience as good or excellent and 99% saying they would 
recommend a visit to a friend or relative. In addition the Museum hosted 203 
events representing a continued high level of use of the Museum, particularly by 
the Navy and NZDF.

None of these successes would have been possible without the efforts of our 
outstanding team of committed and capable professionals. The team are to be 
commended for their hard work, resilience and commitment to the institution. 

Finally I wish to thank my colleagues on the Board of the National Museum of the 
Royal New Zealand Navy for their continued dedication to the Museum and its 
success.

The Navy’s future leaders at the 
Navy Museum
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Highlights

Highlights for the 2016 / 17 Financial Year

•	 1,000,000 combined onsite and online visitors since opening

•	 103,184 visitors to the Museum

•	 3,463 families visited the Museum

•	 18,045 children visited the Museum

•	 4,992 NZDF personnel visited the Museum

•	 75th Anniversary of the Royal New Zealand Navy Exhibition

•	 186 guided tours 

•	 603 naval personnel received naval heritage lessons

•	 7,181 individuals in organised educational programmes

•	 360 new collection objects

•	 870 research enquiries 

•	 205 events

•	 902 children participated in school holiday progammes 
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The Royal Marine Band perform at the Navy Museum during the Navy’s 75th Anniversary



Special Moment

As Museum Programme Coordinator Ms Boos is responsible for leading the 
delivery of the education and visitor experience components of the Navy 
Museum’s public programmes; ensuring that outstanding levels of customer 
satisfaction are achieved and Museum visitors receive consistently high 
standards in visitor experience, safety and security.

During 2016 Ms Boos has, in addition to her role as Museum Programme 
Coordinator, taken on responsibility for the development and delivery of two 
major exhibitions. The first being the highly successful 30th Anniversary of 
Women at Sea display followed by “75 years 75 objects” - an exhibition telling 
the story of the Royal New Zealand Navy through the Museums collection. 

It is for her outstanding personal and leadership role in the development 
and delivery of the “75 years 75 objects” exhibition that Ms Boos is being 
recognised. 

Ms Boos commitment and dedication has been crucial to the successful 
development and delivery of the “75 years 75 objects” exhibition. Ms Boos 
has demonstrated exceptional levels of personal commitment, diligence, 
persistence and dedication to ensuring every aspect of the exhibition 
meets exacting standards and to ensuring the finished product achieves the 
underlying purpose of the exhibition and honours the story of the Navy. 

In the development and delivery of the “75 years 75 objects” exhibition Ms 
Boos has employed new and innovative approaches to ensure the exhibition 
can be delivered within a heavily constrained budget.   Through significant 
personal effort, attention to detail and determination, Ms Boos has been able 
to develop and deliver an outstanding exhibition that is assured of meeting 
the high expectations of the Navy and Navy Museum’s key stakeholders and 
visiting public. 

Ms Boos has demonstrated an outstanding level of commitment to the Navy 
and the Navy Museum during the development and delivery of the “75 years 
75 objects” exhibition.  

Through her diligence and dedication Ms Boos has made a significant 
contribution to the Navy Museum and to the Navy. For this she is 
commended. 

A very special moment 
occurred during the 
opening of the 75th 
Anniversary of the Royal 
New Zealand Navy 
exhibition “75 years   75 
objects.” 

Charis Boos the Museum’s 
Programme Coordinator, 
received a very well 
deserved Deputy Chief 
of Navy commendation 
for her leadership and 
dedication in developing 
and delivering the 
exhibition. 

The following is an extract 
from her commendation.
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Ms Charis Boos speaking after receiving her Commendation from the 
Deputy Chief of Navy Commodore David Gibbs (in background)



Our Team 

Governance 

Governance of the Navy Museum is the responsibility of the 
Navy Museum Board of Trustees. The Board, established in 
1987 and incorporated under the Charitable Trusts Act 1957, 
comprises six members, including four civilian members drawn 
from the private sector, as well as the Chief of Navy and the 
Deputy Chief of Navy who acts as Executive Trustee.   

The Board of Trustees is responsible for the  operation of 
the Navy Museum as well as for the long term growth and 
development of the institution. The Board own the Navy 
Museum collection. 

Trust Board

Chairman

Hon Captain Mr Brian Corban, CNZM, QSO

Deputy Chairman

Rear Admiral David Ledson ONZM

Members

Rear Admiral John Martin ONZM 

Commodore David Gibbs, RNZN 

Mrs Dianne Hale QSO, JP

Lieutenant Commander William Stevens RNZN (Rtd)

Ms Sally Manuireva
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Management

The Navy Museum organisation comprises 14 FTE positions. 
The small but highly motivated, qualified and experienced 
team promotes a culture of innovation and agility that 
contributes significantly to the success of the Museum. 

Staff
The Museum team as at 30 June 2017

Director                                David Wright, MNZM

Operations Manager                 Peter Wilson

Events and Retail Coordinator Ann Martin-Stacy

Events and Retail Assistant ASTD DaniTurnbull                                

Museum Programme Coordinator Charis Boos   

Communications and PR   Jane Cotty

Educator                                Emma Wilcox

Visitor Services Manager                Marica McEwan

Guide Host                               Simon Abbott

    Adam Brand

    Graham Simpson

    Lea Eaton

Collections Manager                Claire Freeman

Collections Assistant                Caroline Ennen

Researcher                               Michael Wynd

Photographic Archivist                Paul Restall

NZDF Casual Guide Hosts                Merrilyn Worthington

                                                         Stephen Henderson

    Linda Camplin   
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Members of the Navy Museum embarked in  HMNZS TE MANA



Throughout the period the New Zealand Defence Force, through the Royal 

New Zealand Navy (Navy) has remained the Board’s principal partner in the 

operation of the Navy Museum. In addition to contributing in the order of 

$1,250,000 funding providing for both Museum personnel and the Museum’s 

annual operating budget, the Navy also provided substantial functional 

support essential to the effective operation of the Museum.

During the year the Navy also provided the Museum with much needed 

additional personnel support supplementing the small Museum staff. This has 

enabled progress to be made on a number of initiatives that otherwise would 

not have been possible. 

The Navy’s contribution has once again been critical to the institution’s 

success.

Our Partner
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As kaitiaki of the Navy’s 
memory the Museum 
is the guardian of the 
Navy’s story, its heritage, 
traditions, culture and 
ethos. 

Through formal and 
informal learning and 
inspirational opportunities 
the Museum assists the 
Navy and its people to 
be firmly grounded in its 
heritage, traditions, culture 
and ethos contributing to 
the Navy’s organisational 
and operational 
effectiveness.  

Navy Seasprite provides support to HMNZS Te Kaha.



Our Role 

The role of the Navy Museum is to:

•	 Collect, care for and provide access to the naval heritage collection.

•	 Tell the story of the Navy through display, publications and electronic media.

•	 Train Naval personnel in the history and traditions of their service. 

•	 Educate the general public on the purpose of the Navy.

•	 Preserve documentary and photographic records; and,

•	 Facilitate research.

With over 90,000 members of the public visiting the museum annually the Museum provides many with their first 
and only contact with the Navy and NZDF. Given this, the Museum is a critical tool in the Chief of Navy’s reputation, 
communications and public relations tool box. 

A key component of the Museums role is to collect and care for the artefacts that represent the evolving Navy over 
time and contribute to the telling of the Navy’s story. The collection, owned by the Board of Trustees, comprises in 
excess of 400,000 items, and is a unique collection of functional, ceremonial, social, spiritual, and cultural objects 
that serve to represent the full range of events, experiences and responsibilities of our Navy and the lives of our naval 
personnel, both at sea and ashore. 

Our Main Products and Services

From this foundation the Navy Museum’s main products and services are:

•	 To be a national repository for the collection of objects, artefacts and archives that tell the story of the Navy.

•	 The provision of permanent and temporary exhibitions telling the story of the Navy 

•	 The provision of research services to the public, the Navy, naval and NZDF personnel and units.

•	 Training naval personnel in the history, values, ethos and traditions of their service.

•	 Delivering comprehensive naval heritage education programmes to the public, schools, and interest groups. 

•	 Delivering an active and successful web presence at www.navymuseum.co.nz 

•	 Maintainng an active social media presence on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

•	 Being active in the development and publication of books related to New Zealand’s naval heritage.

•	 Maintaining and making available a comprehensive photographic archive.

•	 Maintaining and making available a comprehensive library of books and publications. 

Our Role
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“Waiting for the Boys to come home” from the Tudor Collins Collection 



Our Foundation

Our Vision

To be recognised as a world class Navy cultural and heritage institution

Our Aspiration

To be a Museum of the future

Our Purpose

We exist to inspire pride in being a New Zealander and for visitors to our country to understand 
why that is so

Our Mission

We are dedicated to telling the stories of our Navy enabled by our focus on collection, 
preservation, conservation, presentation, learning, research and scholarship

Our Values

Commitment, Courage, Comradeship

Our Guiding Principle

To bind the values of Commitment, Courage  and Comradeship we embrace the guiding principle 
that we are a customer driven organisation with an emphasis on inclusive behaviours that are 
professional, respectful, non-judgemental, ethical and collegial.

Our Goals

Integrity, Sustainability, Viability

Authority

Compelling, Connected, Meaningful and Relevant 
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“Hands to Bathe”
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Visitors

From 1 July 2016 to 30 
June 2017 there were 
103,184 visitors to the 
Navy Museum.

3,463 families and 
18,045 children visited 
the Museum during the 
year. 

4,992 NZDF personnel  
visited the Museum 
during the year. 
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During the year the Museum achieved a significant milestone recording its 
1,000,000th combined onsite and online visitors.  

Also during the period the Museum welcomed 103,184 visitors to Torpedo Bay, an 
increase of over 12,000 visitors from last year. The visitor number also represent a 
7% increase in the average number visitors over the last five years. Other figures 
are also indicative of strong visitor engagement, with visitor satisfaction and visitor 
recommendation rates both within the 99th percentile – the highest we have seen 
since opening at Torpedo Bay. 

Rates of return visitors and gallery conversions are also above average. These 
positive performance indicators are in no small part due to the work of our Visitor 
Services Team led by Marica McEwan. The team have focussed on more meaningful, 
responsive visitor engagement. 

Special effort has been made to expand the team’s purview beyond the front desk 
to all the galleries and public spaces. A 115% rise in the number of guided tours 
over the last two years, driven by an increase in walk-in tours which our Guide 
Hosts actively promote, is another win for Visitor Services.

Also during the year the Museum record excellent visitation to our website 
indicative of our efforts to continuously improve the quality of our web  presence. 

Lieutenant Commander Matt Kaio, Warrant Officer Ken Bancroft 
with Kaikoura High School Head Boy and Girl Jack Cotter and Abba Kahu 
at the opening of the “Uplifted” Exhbition

Visitor Segmentation Visitor Segmentation by origin

  Adult   Child   Senior

66%

18%

16%

  Aucklanders   NZDF

  Out of Auckland   International

77%

15%

3%

5%
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Collections
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The painstaking and meticulous work of the Collections team

Another busy year was dominated early on by the 75th 
Anniversary of the Royal New Zealand Navy exhibition, the 
return  of the HMS New Zealand piupiu and the valuation of 
the collection. With the following months being less hectic, 
a decision was made to turn the focus to core collection 
activities with several small projects completed.

For the first three months of the year, the main focus of 
the collection team was on the “75 Years, 75 Objects” 
exhibition. The quantity of objects being displayed 
meant a great deal of time and preparation was required 
to bring it to fruition. Tasks involved the receiving and 
receipting of inward loans; preparing and providing object 
information; sourcing supporting images; and display 
preparation including photographing, measuring, cleaning 
and mounting objects. Final installation took place in late 
September. The exhibition was on display until May 2017, 
when objects were de-installed and the process of packing 
and putting away artefacts commenced as well as returning 
all loan objects to their lenders.

A number of other small display projects were completed 
during the year, namely refreshing the medal display cases, 
a display of reproduction Christmas cards in the mess 
deck, fitting a support mount to the mini moke, and the 
installation of glass over the tread plates set into the floor. 

In September, the Collection Assistant travelled to the 
National Museum of the Royal Navy in Portsmouth, UK, to 
accompany the HMS New Zealand piupiu home. This was 
lent to the National Museum of the Royal Navy in May for 
its Jutland exhibition. Following the appropriate blessings, 
it was safely returned to display at Torpedo Bay.  

A full valuation of the museum collection took place in 
October 2016. This was undertaken by Ashley & Associates 
and involved extensive input from the collections team 
including categorising, counting and preparing lists of 
collection objects as well as identifying a broad range of 
artefacts for sampling. 

The 75th Anniversary exhibition and other commitments

meant that progress on the project to relocate the weapons 
collection to the upper armoury was slow. Detailed 
planning for storage and layout of the armoury was 
completed and, by the end of the financial year, all the new 
shelving and storage units were purchased and in situ. The 
relocation of all edged weapons was completed including 
re-numbering and photography. As part of the project, the 
Collection Assistant worked with the Researcher to identify 
a number of weapons considered surplus to requirements 
and suitable for deaccessioning. This formal process began 
with the Board approving 12 cutlasses for deaccession in 
June 2017.

Small steps were taken in improving collection storage and 
conditions. These included the completion of conservation 
work by the Auckland Art Gallery on the Casey 
watercolours  and their re-framing; sorting and cataloguing 
a backlog of assorted objects; the annual cleaning of boats 
in the Boat Shed; re-stocking of the collection’s emergency 
response kit; and sorting and improving the cupboard 
storage of cap ribbons and uniform badges.

A more major, and ongoing, task was the clear out of the 
museum workshop which was led by the collections team. 
This involved the redistribution or disposal of decades 
worth of offcuts of timber, plywood, paint, and building 
hardware. It also included assessing the items stored at the 
back of the workshop to determine if they are collection 
objects, suitable for adding to the collection, or not worth 
retaining. Although a good number of items were disposed 
of or found new homes, this process is set to continue into 
the next year. 

It was exciting for the collection team to gain three long-
term volunteers this year – Hannah Fotheringham, Hannah 
Pym, and Louise Piggin. They have been involved in 
various collection projects including photographing and 
listing names engraved on christening bells, rolling flags, 
updating cap ribbon database records, digitising and 
cataloguing personnel collections, and accessioning from 
the acquisition backlog.



The Collection acquired 
approximately 360 
new objects during the 
year representing 59 
separate donations. 
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The collection team hosted or made professional visits to a number of museums 
this year. Visits were made to: MOTAT, Pou Maumahara Memorial Discovery Centre 
(AWMM), Kauri Museum, NZ Maritime Museum, Waitangi Museum and Treaty 
Grounds, Auckland War Memorial Museum, and Walsh Memorial Library (MOTAT). 
Professional museum visitors included: AWMM Cenotaph team and MTG Hawkes 
Bay.

Following a few months without a Photographic Archivist, the Collections team 
was pleased to welcome back Paul Restall to the position in August. Having spent 
a year in Europe, it was a real bonus to have Paul return with his experience and 
existing knowledge of the photo collection. 

In the run-up to the International Naval Review and the Navy’s 75th celebrations in 
October, a huge number of images were provided to the Operation Neptune team. 
This included providing the images for the successful photo-based exhibition at the 
Cloud as well as digital images for use at the church service and for publication in 
Navy Today. 

With the change in personnel and the relocation of the Tudor Collins negatives and 
prints to the museum store, the Tudor Collins project was slow to start. Time was 
required to clear the backlog of uploading cataloguing spreadsheets to Vernon 
and the processing and renumbering of images before any new progress could 
be made. During the year, a total of 1,145 images were catalogued, digitised and 
exported into the Vernon database. 

A number of Tudor Collins images were provided for the Kauri Museum at Matakohe 
for their exhibition on the photographer (the Kauri Museum holds the negatives for 
Tudor Collins’ early kauri logging photographs). “Navy Today” are also including a 
Tudor Collins image each month as a regular feature.

Approximately 360 new objects were acquired for the collection this year, 
representing 59 separate donations. Notable acquisitions included:

•	 Original	paintings	of	naval	vessels	by	Jack	Speer

•	 Photo	albums,	log	books	and	journals	of	Robert	Newton,	who	served	in		
 the RN late 19th century and WWI, including signal log recording   
 German raiders in the Pacific.

•	 HMS	New	Zealand	model	made	by	Graham	Beeson

•	 Medal	sets	of	James	Hall	McLaren,	WWI;	Roy	Reed,	WWII	;	AB	Antony	J		
 Wernham, Post WWII ; Edgar Max Taylor who served on HMNZS Achilles  
 at River Plate ; and AB George Hansen who was lost on HMS Neptune

From the Fuller Collection relating AB Lloyd Mansell Lord

Collections



 902 Children participated in 
school holiday programmes 
during the year

603 NZDF / Navy personnel 
received naval heritage 
lessons during the period.

Learning
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During the year 7,181 people engaged in formal learning programmes 
representing a significant increase in numbers from previous years. 

Our Guide Hosts delivered 186 guided tours during the period.

Much of the year was spent developing and delivering the learning components 
of the Kids Create Courage programme, inspired by William Sanders’ award 
of the Victoria Cross in 1917. The programme engaged five middle syndicate 
classes at Takapuna Primary School, where William Sanders was a pupil, to 
create an exhibition on the theme of bravery. 

Our Educator Emma Wilcox guided the students and teachers through a series 
of workshops on: the story of William Sanders; exploring the theme of bravery; 
what bravery means to the Navy’s Sailor of the Year; and how to design an 
exhibition.

Our Actions Stations school holiday programmes continue to have a loyal 
following with 902 children participating in the programmes. 

603 NZDF / Navy personnel attended naval heritage lessons at the Navy 
Museum. These and the induction ceremonies held at the Navy Museum are a 
wonderful opportunity for serving personnel to relate to the history, traditions, 
culture and ethos of the Navy as well as get to know their museum as a 
resource and public space.

Artwork by Yuna Room 5 from the Takapuna Primary School Courage Project.

Kowhaiwhai Panel Artwork from the Takapuna Primary School Courage Project

Learning Segmentation

  Child   Adult   Navy

59%

8%

33%



Operations
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During the year 205 events 
were held in the Navy 
Museum with over 4,960 
people attending the 
events 

870 Research requests 
were received and actioned 
during the year. 

The Navy Museum Research 
Library holds over 16,000 
items

Research

The Museum Researcher received 870 research requests over the 
2016/17 year. 55% of requests came from the Museum, RNZN, NZDF, and 
government sources, with 45% coming from the general public. 

The researcher had several articles published during the year: an article 
on William Sanders VC for Navy Today, a history of the German raider 
SMS Wolf for the Te Ara website, an article on HMNZS Kiwi & Moa, and a 
book review for In All Aspects Ready for the Australian Historical Studies 
Journal. He also featured in an episode of the TV series Coast New Zealand 
broadcast in May 2017 on the presence of the U-862 in New Zealand waters. 

27 presentations and lectures were given this year – a significant 
increase on the previous years. These included presentations at the 175th 
commemoration of HMS TORTISE held at Tairua, and to the RNZN Supply 
Branch at their annual conference, as well as the museum’s regular delivery 
of service to the RNZN including lectures and assessment of JOCT, POPDC 
and OOW courses. 

Progress on the reorganisation and cataloguing of the library collection was 
effectively brought to a halt by the end of 2016 following the loss of access 
to a catalogue database. However, funding was secured for the installation 
of new shelving into the Research Library. This was installed in June 2017 
and subsequently work was undertaken to relocate and reorganise the 
library holdings to improve accessibility. 

There were no oral histories produced during the year but a Board paper 
was prepared to investigate the use of external contractors to fulfil this role 
in the future.

During the year the Navy Museum supported 205 events generating $ 22,265 in 
gross revenue.  Of these 185 were hosted free of charge with the Navy utilising 
the venue on 143 occasions while a further 42 functions were community based 
events. Over 4,960 people attended the events. While the majority of the 
events do not generate a large amount of income they substantially increase the 
Museums profile and reputation in the community.

Retail sales in the Navy Museum Shop totalled $ 97,040 with net revenue from 
the shop being $ 41,333.  This represents an increase of net revenue of over 50 
%  from last years result. The excellent result is due to the Musuems Business 
Services Manager Mrs Ann Martin-Stacy’s efforts to continuously improve the 
retail offer to our visitor, a signficant increase in online sales and the introduction 
of wholesale merchandising.  

The café operator continued to provide food and beverage to our visitors during 
the year.  Customer satisfaction is tracking at 95%.  

Operational Funding of $ 235,000 and $ 999,320 for personnel was provided by 
the NZDF (Navy) for the 2016/17 Financial Year.

Research Enquiries received by origin

  Public   Navy   Museum

  NZDF   Other

31%

27%

28%

11%
3%
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Events held in the Navy Museum 

  Corporate   NZDF/Navy

  Civic   VIP

10%

66%

21%

3%
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The Navy Museum Programmes Team was involved in multiple aspects of 
the Navy’s 75th Anniversary celebrations. Emma Wilcox the Navy Museum 
Educator served as a judge on the panel for Operation Neptune’s schools 
competition. Guide Host Ainslie Hollow assisted in the Navy Museum’s stall 
in the Cloud during the International Naval Review and our Guide Host 
team hosted many of the visiting navies in tours around the Museum.

The Museums major contribution to the anniversary the celebratory 
exhibition, “75 years 75 objects”. The Museum posed the question to 
veterans, currently serving personnel, modern units in the Navy (and 
anyone else who would listen), “if there is one thing that represents your 
service/time in the Navy, what would it be?” 

The exhibition showcased 75 objects – 49 objects from the Navy Museum 
Collections and 26 objects on loan – chosen to represent the answers we 
received. 

The objects ranged widely in topic and tone, from a steel kiwi that was 
cut from the same material that was used to build today’s ANZAC frigates; 
to “the log” that every sailor becomes intimately familiar with in basic 
training; to a New Zealand national flag that was flown during RIMPAC 
2016, a symbol of the strengthening relationship between the United States 
and New Zealand Defence Force. 

Accompanying the exhibition was a booklet produced by the Museum that 
told the stories of each of the objects on display. 

The exhibition and accompanying booklet was extremely well received by 
all our visitors over the six months the exhibition was in place. What was 
particularly pleasing was the interaction and conversation generated by 
the exhibition with current and past naval personnel, and their families.  
The salty dits told by the sailors were memorable and at times hilarious. 

The exhibition required a huge team effort for the Navy Museum, with staff 
from every department involved.

“75 years 75 objects”

This year the Royal 
New Zealand Navy                 
celebrates its 75th 
anniversary. 

The Navy Museum asks, 
“What objects capture the 
essence of our Navy?”

We searched through our 
Collections Store; we asked 
veterans to loan us their 
memories; we asked the 
Navy for objects that hold 
their stories.

There is not an object here 
for every event. Neither is 
there an object for every 
hero. 

Instead, we explore 75 
years in 75 objects.

Happy Anniversary, Royal 
New Zealand Navy.

75th Anniversary of the Royal New Zealand Navy

“Placky Sandals” Worn by our Navy’s Sailors for 50 years.
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The Uplifted photographic exhibition was an opportunity for the Navy 
Museum to showcase some of the work of the modern Navy. On display 
were 20 black and white photographs by South Island photographer Dan 
Kerins, who was in Kaikoura when the 7.8 magnitude earthquake struck New 
Zealand’s South Island on 14 November 2016. Alongside Kerins’ images of 
the cracked and shaken landscape were images of the Navy working with 
the community in the first few days after the quake. 

The associated Uplifted event was a bringing together of communities, 
a chance for the people involved to acknowledge the effects of the 
earthquake, the relief effort and the unexpected bonds formed in the 
aftermath of the quake. 

The event was hosted at the Navy Museum by Chief of Navy and in 
attendance were other Navy personnel involved in the relief effort as 
well as members of the Kaikoura community, including Dan Kerins the 
photographer, the Director of the earthquake relief effort, the Manager 
of Kaikoura Museum, and the Head Boy and Head Girl from Kaikoura High 
School.

For all our confused 
feelings towards nature, 
for all our cave paintings 
and Instagram feeds, our 
pollution and desecration, 
our classifications and 
observations, our gushing 
admiration and relentless 
exploitation it matters little. 

Our sentiments are not 
reciprocated; nature is 
without sentiment. It is older 
and bigger than us and it 
moves in ways we shall never 
fathom, on this pulsating 
rock, alone, out here in 
space.

Dan Kerins

Uplifted

Dan Kerins A 6 Squadron Naval Helicopter in operation during Operation Awhina bringing 
aid to the people of Kaikoura.  (Photo by Dan Kerins)

A stunning image from the “Uplifted” Exhibition (Photo by Dan Kerins)



Financial Report

2017 2016

Operating Revenue $ 211,038 $ 178,152

Operating Expenses $ 357,822 $ 291,916

Operating (Deficit) before Income Tax ($ 146,784) ($ 113,764)

Income Tax Expense

Net Surplus / (Deficit) after Income Tax ($ 146,784) ($ 113,764)

Note - Operating Expenses include 

•	 Accounting and Audit Fees $ 22,265 $ 14,243

•	 Depreciation $ 153,018 $ 152,985

Statement of Financial Performance For the Year Ended 30 June 2017

 2017 2016

Accumulated Funds as at Start of Year $ 9,355,445 $ 2,046,412

Movement in Fixed Assets including value of Heritage Assets $ 7,422,797

Net Deficit after Income Tax ($ 146,784) ($ 113,764)

Total Recognised Revenue and Expenses ($ 146,784) ( $ 113,764)

Accumulated Funds as at End of Year $ 9,208,661 $ 9,355,445

Statement of Movements of Equity For the Year Ended 30 June 2017
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Financial Report

The abridged Financial Statements for the Navy Museum Trust Board are as follows. (Source 2016 / 17 FY Audited Accounts)

Statement of Financial Position For the Year Ended 30 June 2017 
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2017 2016

Current Assets

Cash on Hand and at Bank $ 117,087 $ 50,671

Receivables $ 4,991 $ 10,952

Inventories $ 23,872 $ 22,172

Investments  $ 258,379 $ 335,690

Total Current Assets $ 404,329 $ 419,485

Non - Current Assets

Fixed Assets $ 8,820,100 $ 8,949,302

Total Non - Current Assets $ 8,820,100 $ 8,949,302    

TOTAL ASSETS $ 9,224,429 $ 9,368,787

Current Liabilities

Payables $ 15,678 $ 13,342

Total Current Liabilities $ 15,678 $ 13,342

TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 15,678 $ 13,342

ACCUMULATED FUNDS $ 9,208,661 $ 9,355,445

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND ACCUMULATED FUNDS $ 9,208,661 $ 9,355,445
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(Image L)
Members of the Collections Team Caroline Ennen (L) and 
Claire Freeman (R) at the Matakohe Kauri Museum. 



 


